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Boost customer experience with a simple, intelligent way to optimize your call center.

THE SOLUTION
Paired with Grid4’s cloud phone system, Cloud Contact Center is a powerful, 

efficient call routing and handling solution that enhances your customer experience, 

and creates transparency for operational performance.

Administrator Features

Benefits

Enhance Customer Experience
Documents customer interactions, allowing 
you to predict customer behavior and plan 
accordingly, resulting in increasing customer 
loyalty.

Increase Efficiency
Intelligent call routing and handling assigns 
agents to queues based on current traffic or 
wait times.

Easy Implementation
Fully integrated with SmartCOMM™ Hosted 
IP Complete and CommPortal.

Performance Evaluation
Identify agents that are struggling or under-
performing.

Optimize Staffing Levels
Match your staffing level to your typical call 
traffic patterns.

Monitor  -   Listen in on the existing call 
between the selected Agent and the customer.

Whisper  -  Speak to or advise the selected 
Agent during the call, without the customer 
hearing.

Barge-In  -  Fully join the call, speaking to both 
the selected Agent and the customer.

Monitor Whisper Barge Capabilities Enhanced Reporting Suite

•  Comprehensive agent status reporting.      
    View Agent State - available, unavailable or  
   wrap-up. 

•  Disposition codes are used by Agents to  
   indicate how a call was resolved.  

•  Statistics show the average time that         
    Agents spend in the wrap-up state as well  
   as the ratio of Disposition Codes assigned  
   to their calls.

Features

The Agent Status Dashboard 
Shows available queues along with their 
current wait time, callers waiting and 
staffing level. It displays inbound call 
information and allows agent to log in and 
out.

Administrative Dashboard
Provides near real-time and historical 
reporting of call center activity and agent 
performance. Data includes: callers waiting, 
waiting time, calls received, calls answered 
vs. calls abandoned, average call duration, 
staffing level, staff responsiveness, agent 
availability, agent activity and more.
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